The Journal

When travelling some places that they walk through will require skill, like rock climbing or shooting.
In scenes like this it will be an animation.
In these parts the player can play and there will be hidden eggs for them to find.
(this is a one player game, they play as Leo)

Act 1
Beginning
Leo is a detective and his twin sister Charlotte (Charlie) is a pilot. They haven’t seen each other in years but come
together again in the account that their uncle has just died whist on a trip in Shengshan Island, China. The siblings
think it’s strange that his body came straight from China and never had an autopsy. They knew without a doubt that
he didn’t kill himself but that something happened in China.
In their uncle’s will they receive his notebooks and journals about his theories and trips. In the journals they find out
that it is believed that there are treasures and secrets hidden within the ground underneath and around a partly
deserted town in Shengshan Island, China. However, they also notice that a page in one of the Journals has been
ripped out.
Inciting Incident
An examination of the body by the twins allows them to realise that there was no way that he could have killed
himself meaning that he was murdered. They decide to leave for China to try and investigate what really happened.
Obstacle
Whilst on their flight (as Charlie is a pilot, they have their own plane) they receive incoming shots from people on the
island, eventually the plane gets shot down a few hundred miles from the town. They both survive the crash and
they hurry out and hide in some bushes behind the trees because they can hear some men coming.
Climax
Leo uses his gun (from work) to kill the four men. They then collect the ammo from the guns and Charlie takes two
guns and Leo takes another one. They make their way towards the town, but they are cautious as they might send
some more people because they would’ve heard the shots.

Act 2
Obstacle
On the way towards the town they spot some more men guarding some ruins. They think that this is what their
uncle was trying to find and explore. Watching from a distance they see that a man walks out of the ruins holding
something precious that was in one of their uncle’s journals. The man hands over a piece of paper to one of the
guards and says that they should burn the paper and that there are some explosives in the car and that they should
set a timer for it to explode but stay to make sure that it does, because the man says that he doesn’t want anyone
else to get what’s inside.
Obstacle
They check how much time they have until the bomb goes off; they have 10 mins. They sneak past the guards as
they are setting up the bombs. They follow the same way that the other man went. In the first part of the building
there is a massive gap in the floor, so they have to swing across on a rope. In the next they have to climb out of a
part of the building and keep on climbing to get to the next one. In the third it seems that they have to solve an
ancient puzzle to get the door open. Luckily for them the door is already open and all they have to do is try and push

it open. Once they enter the room, they see treasures in a pile, they take all they can and as soon as they are done,
they hear an explosion and realise that their time has run out. The siblings have to go back the way they came
without running out of time.
Midpoint/Twist
When they get out of the ruins the guards catch them and there is a shootout. Charlie walks over to the dead body
and takes the paper that the other man gave to one of them. They soon realise that it is the paper that was ripped
out of their uncle’s journal and when they put it back together, they see that it was the end to a map to the
remaining treasure of an unknown Chinese civilisation’s riches. Charlie then mentions the fact that a mysterious man
that they have never seen before had the map. They are determined to know why and what connection he has to
their uncle. The twins drive to the town.

Act 3
Disaster
Whilst they try and sneak through the town trying to get to a safe place, they are spotted by some men. After they
have killed all the men, reinforcements come, and the mysterious man comes out and tells his men to take them
prisoners. At this point the twins don’t know if they are going to die or if they are going to be tortured. When taking
them prisoners they are searched and the mysterious man’s sight on the paper and the treasure makes him take
them for himself into an isolated place.
Crisis
After some questions asked from both parties, they come to an understanding that Sam (the mysterious man)
murdered his partner, their uncle Toby, in cold blood and took his map to find the treasure and have it all for himself
because Toby wanted to give the riches they found to the less fortunate but Sam didn’t want that, he wanted to
keep it all, after all they found and they did all the hard work. By the end of our travels, he says, Toby was more
concerned about being with you two because he didn’t want to miss out on your lives, so I killed him, I didn’t need
him anyways. And know I’m going to kill you two because we can’t have any more interference.
Climax
Before Sam got the chance, Leo kicked the gun from Sam’s hand and whacked him in the face and before he could
pick his gun up the twins were gone. Whilst running to a safe place they can hear Sam shouted in frustration to find
the siblings. When they get to a safe place, they untie each other and acknowledge that thy have to go back, get
their stuff and get vengeance for their uncle.so they sneak back into the town knowing that they can only kill people
stealthily, without making noise.

Act 4
Climax
After taking out all the guards they follow Sam into an underground tunnel into what seemed like the remains of a
whole civilisation. When they caught up to Sam it almost seemed as if he had gone mad with power, he takes out his
gun and points it at a barrel of gunpowder next to Charlie and Leo. As much as they try and talk him out of shooting
in case the earth caves in, he still shoots his shot. Best for everyone that the bullet missed the barrel and hit the wall,
however the sound of the gun firing made the earth start to cave in and immediately Sam was lost to the rocks, but
the twins may have time to escape.
Wrap up
After making it out, they take back their stuff and the things that were left behind. Charlie radios her work assistant
to send over a plane to pick them up. In the time waiting they explore the surface that they couldn’t before.

When the plane comes over, they load not only their stuff but things that they want to keep from here to have for a
keepsake.
End
When they get home, they go to their uncle’s grave and put down some of the treasures from the trip and the
journal that contained the travel that they just went on. In the journal they put down, in the back of it they left a
picture of the ruins with their signatures.

